Abstract-Network operators connect their backbone networks together at peering points. It is well known that the peering points are the most congested parts of the backbone network. Network operators have little incentive to provision them well, and have few tools to decide how best to route traffic over them.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background
Today, most congestion in backbone networks takes place on the peering links between network operators [5] , [1] . This is because peering links tend to be under-provisioned; i.e., the network operators use links that are too small to carry all the traffic during peak periods. It might be surprising that operators do not just increase the capacity of each linkover-provision them -so the network will perform better. After all, each operator's backbone network is heavily overprovisioned -often by an order of magnitude or more [4] . Operators over-provision their backbone networks because of three main types of uncertainty: (1) Future traffic. When they deploy a network, it will have to operate for several years, even as an unpredictable number of new customers start to use the network, and as new applications create new traffic patterns; (2) Failures and re-routing. When links and routers fail, traffic is routed, and any link might have to carry additional traffic; and (3) Queueing delay. Customers do not like queueing delay and will frequently move to a new operator with lower delay and jitter performance. All of these factors provide ample incentive for an operator to overprovision their backbone network -at considerable additional cost -making the network easier to manage, have a longer deployment lifetime, and to keep their customers happy.
So why don't operators over-provision the peering links too? Apparently, they do not have enough of an incentive to do so. If a user's traffic is traversing two networks, and the performance is poor, the customer cannot tell which backbone network is at fault, or if the peering links are congested. Not knowing which network to blame, the user is unlikely to switch providers, and so there is little point in increasing the capacity of the links. Even if the operator wanted to increase the peering links, it is hard to know how large to make them. The size of the links depends not only on the future behavior of their own customers, it also depends on the number, behavior, and location of their peer's customers, which they are unlikely to be able to estimate. If they estimate badly, then some links will be swamped, while other links sit idle. 1 In summary, it is not clear how a network operator could size their peering links so as to give good performance at a reasonable price, and in the absence of such a method they do not have much incentive to over-provision instead.
In this paper we propose a solution. First, we show a simple mechanism (based on a technique called "Valiant LoadBalancing", or VLB) that allows us to size peering links so as to prevent all congestion, regardless of the particular paths or traffic matrices between two networks. We just need to estimate the total amount of traffic between them. This then leads to a simple evolutionary model, in which new capacity can be added to any peering link and will improve the performance of the whole network. Second, we will show that this mechanism is the most efficient and cost-effective way to prevent congestion in peering networks.
B. Valiant Load-Balancing
In the early 1980s, L.G. Valiant proposed the idea of routing packets through random midpoints for the communication among sparsely connected parallel computers [14] , [15] . In recent years, VLB was used to design Internet routers with performance guarantees [2] , [3] , [6] , as well as in achieving high worst-case performance without sacrificing average-and best-case performance in interconnection networks [11] . Several groups independently applied the idea of Valiant LoadBalancing to backbone network design and traffic engineering, to efficiently support all possible traffic matrices [10] , [9] , [7] , [8] , [16] , [17] .
The Homogeneous Case. To illustrate VLB in a backbone network, consider the mesh of long-haul links (represented by the cloud) in Figure 1 that interconnect N backbone nodes. Current backbone networks have about N = 50 nodes. The network is hierarchical, and each backbone node connects 1 Matters are made worse by the common and seemingly cheeky practice of hot-potato routing [12] , [13] , in which network operators push traffic to their peer's network as soon as they can, so as to minimize the load in their own network. an access network to the backbone. We assume we know (roughly) the total capacity of each access network.
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We represent the traffic demand between the backbone nodes by a N × N traffic matrix, where λ(i, j) is the average rate of traffic from node i destined to node j. We say the network can support a traffic matrix if the capacity between i and j (either directly or indirectly) is greater than λ(i, j).
We will start with the simple (but unrealistic) homogeneous case where all the backbone nodes have the same capacity, r. In this case, a VLB network consists of a full mesh of logical links with capacity 2r N , as shown in Figure 2 . Traffic entering the backbone is load-balanced equally across all N one-and two-hop paths between ingress and egress. A packet is forwarded twice in the network: In the first hop, a node uniformly load-balances each of its incoming flows to all the N nodes, regardless of the packet destination. Load-balancing can be done packet-by-packet, or flow-by-flow, and each node receives 1 N of every flow in the first hop. In the second hop, all packets are delivered to the final destinations.
VLB has the nice characteristic that it can support all traffic matrices that do not oversubscribe a node. Since the incoming traffic rate to each node is at most r, and the traffic is evenly load-balanced to N nodes, the actual traffic on each link due to the first hop routing is at most at a maximum rate of r and receives 1 N of the traffic from every node, the traffic on each link due to the second hop is also at most r N . Therefore, the full-mesh network (with link capacities 2r N ) can support all traffic matrices. The advantage of VLB for the backbone operator is that they can design their network knowing only the capacities of the access nodes, without knowing anything about the traffic patterns or how they evolve over time. The cost is that the total network has twice the capacity needed, if we knew the actual traffic matrix. It is clear today that backbone operators have little idea what traffic matrices to expect, which explains (in part) why they use five or ten times the minimum capacity. As we have shown elsewhere, VLB networks can be very easily designed to continue working when links and nodes fail, with much lower capacity requirements than existing backbone networks [18] .
The Heterogeneous Case. Of course in practice, the capacity of each access network is different. VLB can be extended quite easily to the heterogeneous case [17] . Uniform loadbalancing is no longer the best solution, and it is better to load-balance by sending different amounts of traffic to each node, as a function of the size of the nodes. To illustrate this, consider the N -node network shown in Figure 3 . The access capacities of the nodes are r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N , and c ij is the link capacity from node i to node j. 2 The interconnection capacity, l i , is the total capacity of all the links between node i and other nodes, i.e.,
The total capacity of the network, L, is simply
The maximum amount of traffic that all the access nodes can bring to the network, R, is given by
The ratio L/R is a measure of the cost of the network. For example, in the homogeneous case, if we know the traffic matrix, we can set c ij = λ ij and L/R = 1; if we do not know the traffic matrix and must support all of them, then L/R = 2 − 2/N with VLB.
In the heterogeneous case, we will use oblivious loadbalancing, where flows are split according to the internal load-balancing parameters p i , i = 1, 2, . . ., N , regardless of the flow's source and destination nodes. This scheme has the fewest parameters to set and so is simple to configure in practice. A portion p i of all flows are load-balanced to intermediate node i in first-hop routing; the intermediate nodes then deliver the traffic to the final destinations in second-hop routing. The first-hop traffic on link (i, j) is the traffic from node i that is load-balanced to node j, and is at most r i p j . The second-hop traffic on link (i, j) is the traffic for node j that is load-balanced via node i, and is at most r j p i . Therefore the maximum amount of traffic on link
the interconnection capacity of node i is
and the total interconnection capacity of the network is
Equation (6) says that L/R < 2 for a heterogeneous network running VLB no matter what the load-balancing parameters are. In [17] we used the notion of network fanout to design a VLB scheme that achieves balanced traffic among the nodes, which we summarize here.
We define the fanout of node i to be f i = l i /r i , the ratio of node i's interconnection capacity to its access capacity. Since the interconnection capacity is used for both first-hop and second-hop traffic, the fanout is at least one, and it measures the amount of responsibility the node has to forward other nodes' traffic relative to its size. If the fanouts of two nodes are the same, then the larger node forwards more traffic, which is a desired property. Our goal is to equalize the fanouts of all the nodes.
Let network fanout f be the maximum fanout among all nodes, i.e., f = max i f i . Then the network fanout not only shows how efficient the network is but also indicates how balanced the network is, because a smaller network fanout means that the nodes must have similar fanouts.
From [17] , the minimum network fanout under oblivious load-balancing is
with load-balancing parameters . Two VLB networks connect at a set of peering nodes. The total amount of traffic exchanged between the two networks is no more than Rp, and a portion q i of the peering traffic is exchanged at node i.
When minimum network fanout is achieved all the nodes have the same fanout, which is equal to the ratio L/R, a number between one and two.
C. Peering Networks
In this paper we show how to interconnect two peering networks so as to minimize congestion between them. In particular, we show that if traffic is load-balanced over all the links between them, there will be no congestion if (and only if) the total peering capacity is greater than the total traffic between them. While we will use VLB between the two networks, they do not need to use VLB internally. But if they do use VLB internally, the performance of the peering traffic will be just as good as the performance of the internal traffic.
Suppose two VLB networks are connected by a subset of their nodes (the peering nodes), as shown in Figure 4 . For the ease of description, we use the same numbering on the peering nodes in both networks. The traffic exchanged between the two networks is peering traffic and the total amount is no more than R p in each direction.
We introduce the peering load-balancing parameters q i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N, such that a portion q i of the peering traffic between the two networks is exchanged at node i. Naturally, q i = 0 if i is not a peering node. Let P represent the set of peering nodes.
The peering load-balancing parameters together with the maximum peering traffic between the two networks, R p , determine the size of the peering links: the required capacity of the peering link at node i is R p q i . Suppose the peering links have the required capacities, then if the peering traffic is loadbalanced across the peering links according to the proportions q i , and the total amount of peering traffic between the two networks does not exceed R p , there will be no congestion on the peering links.
In what follows, we explore in detail how to use Valiant Load-Balancing to route peering traffic. First, assuming that the peering load-balancing parameters are given, how can the networks provision their internal links to support the peering traffic? Second, what is the most efficient way to split the traffic over all the peering links, and how should this decision be made between two competing networks? These questions are explored in Section II and III respectively.
II. PROVISIONING INTERNAL LINKS FOR PEERING TRAFFIC The extra requirement of routing peering traffic may require higher capacity inside the networks. In this section we assume that the peering parameters are fixed, for example, because they are determined by negotiation between the two networks and given in contacts, and consider only one of the two peering networks.
Peering traffic that originates from the network can be treated as traffic destined to the peering nodes and peering traffic that enters the network can be treated as traffic originated from the peering nodes. This is equivalent to increasing the capacity of a peering node by the maximum amount of peering traffic it handles. So if we replace r i with
in Equations (7) and (8), we can find the required link capacity within the network.
At first glance, it would seem that peering traffic has to traverse both networks twice, if they use VLB. This seems inefficient, and could lead to unacceptable latency. Luckily, there is a simple way to avoid this-we can take advantage of the multiple peering points, and load-balance over all the links between the networks. This way, traffic need only traverse each network once (as it does today). Since all Tier 1 ISPs peer with each other, a packet needs to traverse at most two backbones. With one hop in each backbone, peering traffic traverses the network at most twice and has a delay similar to that of the traffic that stays within a VLB backbone. We call this delaysensitive load-balanced peering, which is illustrated in Figure  5 .
Now the peering traffic originating in the network must be routed to the peering nodes in one hop; similarly, the peering traffic entering the network must be routed to the destination in one hop. Assuming that non-peering traffic is routed according to the internal load-balancing parameters like before, we will calculate how much capacity is required to route all the traffic.
We use r 
Let t
(1) ij and t (2) ij represent the first-hop and second-hop traffic from node i to node j, respectively. In first-hop routing, node i sends p j of its local traffic and q j of its peering traffic to node j, i.e., t
In second-hop routing, node i delivers p i of node j's local traffic and q i of node j's peering traffic, i.e.,
We maximize t (1) ij given the bounds (9-12) and have max t
which can be compactly written as
So the total capacity of link (i, j) is
It is the capacity required to support only local traffic, plus some extra terms. Given the peering load-balancing parameters q i , we want to find the local load-balancing parameters p i such that c ij is minimized. We first observe that R p is likely to be bigger than the node capacities r i . R p is the total amount of traffic the two network exchanges and can be a large portion of the network's total traffic R, while the node capacities are likely to make up only a small fraction of R, on the order of 1 N . If we assume that R p ≥ r i for all i, then we have
and the minimum c ij is achieved when p i = q i for all i. So the optimal capacity allocation in a network with peering traffic is c ij = r i q j + r j q i .
Since q i is zero if node i is a non-peering node, c ij = 0 if both node i and node j are non-peering nodes. The network is now a two-tiered one: in the center is a full mesh connecting
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the peering nodes; on the edge are the non-peering nodes, each connecting to all of the peering nodes.
Setting the local load-balancing parameters to be the same as peering load-balancing parameters means that only the peering nodes will serve as intermediate nodes to forward traffic. Peering nodes are often the largest nodes in the network, so they should have larger responsibilities in forwarding traffic. Now the result in this section shows that the optimal way is to only let the peering nodes to forward traffic. This has the additional benefits of requiring fewer links and reducing network complexity.
III. FINDING THE OPTIMAL PEERING LOAD-BALANCING PARAMETERS
In this section we determine the optimal peering loadbalancing parameters, namely q i , for the two networks that peer with each other.
We know from [17] that minimizing the total link capacity in general does not lead to a nice topology. It will likely result in a "star", which has a single point of failure. So we will use the network fanout as our optimization objective because our goal is to design a balanced network.
We will first try to find the optimal peering parameters for one network, assuming that the other network would agree to what this network determines. Then we look at the case of optimizing for both networks at the same time. The formal is useful when the two ASes are cooperative; the latter useful when the two ASes are competing. The objective we use here is to minimize network fanout. However, other objectives can be used according to the design goals.
A. Finding the Optimal Peering Parameters in a Single VLB Network
We continue to assume that R p is greater than the nodes capacities so that Equation (13) gives the optimal link capacity c ij in a network with peering. So the interconnection capacity of node i is
and the fanout of node i is
Thus, the fanout of a non-peering node is one because q i = 0, and the fanout of a peering nodes is great than one because q i > 0. We minimize the network fanout:
This is equivalent to
This optimization can be solved analytically. Rewrite Equation (14) as
and we have i∈P
So the positive linear combination of f i is a constant, and in order to minimize max i f i we must have (17) becomes
which in turn gives
The load-balancing parameters are:
This is similar to the case without peering traffic except that only the peering nodes have nonzero load-balancing parameters.
The link capacities are
B. Finding the Optimal Peering Parameters in Two VLB Networks
Now we optimize across two networks, still assuming that the amount of peering traffic, R p , is greater than the capacity of any node in both networks. We use superscripts (1) and (2) to differentiate the two networks. Network 1 has N nodes of capacities r 
i . The set of peering nodes in Network 1 and Network 2 are P (1) and P (2) , respectively, and the peering loadbalancing parameters are {q (1) i } and {q (2) i }, respectively. For the simplicity of notation, we assume that the two nodes connected by a peering link have the same number, so we have P
(1) = P (2) = P. The peering links are bidirectional, and for efficient use of these links, we assume that the two nodes that directly peer with each other have the same peering traffic load-balancing parameter, i.e., q
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In minimizing fanouts, we only need to consider the peering nodes. The fanout of a peering node is given by Equation (14) . We minimize the maximum fanout of all the nodes in both networks:
The expression for the maximum fanout in both networks can be simplified as
Compare this to (15) and we can conclude that the optimal solution to the minimum fanout problem is
and the optimal peering load-balancing parameters are
C. Discussion
From Equation (7) to Equation (18) to Equation (21), as more conditions are considered in the optimization, the minimum network fanout increases.
When there is only internal traffic, all nodes serve as intermediaries and the fraction of traffic that node i forwards is
This function increases faster than linear in r i , so the responsibility of forwarding traffic tends to concentrate in the larger nodes. This is the desired situation because larger nodes usually play more important roles in the network. For example, they may serve a large number of customers or could be gateways to other networks. The load-balancing parameters of the form (23) correspond to a network fanout of less than 2 [17] . Peering traffic usually dominates internal traffic, so when peering traffic is considered, the optimal strategy is to only let the peering nodes forward traffic. This again leads to
but only for the peering nodes. The load-balancing parameters for non-peering nodes are zero. The fanout of the peering nodes is bigger than without peering traffic because they are forwarding more traffic than before. Now the network fanout depends on the peering nodes and there is no bound on how big it can be, but having more peering nodes leads to a smaller network fanout. When two networks are jointly optimized, the network fanout only becomes bigger. Now we have
For each peering node pair, the node that is a smaller fraction of the total capacity of the network it belongs to dominates the expression. Consider the simple case where Network 1 has N identical nodes and Network 2 has M identical nodes. If Network 1 has more nodes, i.e., N > M, then the nodes in Network 1 dominate. So for Network 1, the result of the optimization is as if it were done without considering Network 2. In this simple example the load-balancing parameter are p i = q i = 1 n if node i is a peering node, where n is the number of peering nodes. This is optimal for both networks and the fanout of Network 2 is even smaller than that of Network 1. But if the nodes are not identical in each network, Network 2 may not achieve its optimal capacity distribution. This means the larger network tends to have an advantage in dominating the optimization for determining the peering load-balancing parameters.
If the two networks are cooperative, then other forms of tradeoffs can be used. For example, if one network has limited resources compared to the other network, then parameters can be determined according to this network instead of by joint optimization.
IV. CONCLUSIONS Valiant Load-Balancing seems like a promising way to design congestion-free backbone networks, but clearly requires quite a radical rethinking by a network operator. A VLB backbone network is essentially over-provisioned by a factor of two; while this is much less over-provisioning than in current networks, we realize this can be a pill emotionally difficult to swallow.
On the other hand, VLB seems like quite a straightforward way to provision and route peering traffic between backbone networks, and requires no over-provisioning between them. We just need to know the total expected load of traffic between the networks, and we do not need to know the specific routes they will take in either network.
If VLB is deployed today, then some thought is needed to route traffic inside each backbone. Current hop-by-hop routing schemes do not support arbitrary load-balancing, so we need tunnels for the VLB peering traffic. MPLS technology provides a flexible way to set up tunnels in the backbone and is used by several Tier 1 ISPs today. So the technical challenge in adopting VLB within a network and between networks is minimal. An alternative way to provide tunnels for VLB is through TDM circuits on the optical fibers. This approach will prove economical in the long run as the datarate on optical
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fibers increase and IP routers have a harder time to keep up, therefore providing economic incentives to adopt VLB.
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